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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of financial and moral incentives on organizational performance for the employees of the Jordanian Universities. This study aims at identifying the role of the Jordanian universities in meeting the employees' societal needs, knowing the implemented incentives approach and knowing the level of performance in the Jordanian universities.

Statistical packages for social sciences (SPSS) program was used for descriptive analysis. Five universities were selected for the purpose of this study.

The main findings indicate that there is an adequate level of incentives provided to employees. Financial incentives ranked in 1st place while moral incentives ranked in the 2nd place.

Also, it was found that there is a high level of organizational performance. Customer satisfaction ranked in the 1st place, internal business process in the 2nd place followed by learning and growth. There is relationship between financial & moral incentives and organizational performance as well as between financial & moral incentives and internal business process and customer satisfaction.

There is an effect of moral incentives on learning & growth but there is no relationship between financial incentives and learning & growth.

Finally, this study has verified further research opportunities that could enrich the understanding of Incentives and organizational Performance in the universities of Jordan.
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1. Introduction
Business organizations are facing significant challenges on internal and external work environment, so organizations can not maintain institutional performance without providing incentives to their employees based on their efficient and effective work

Jordanian universities, like other universities, are facing many challenges under globalization, especially in terms of providing incentives to employees, so these universities need to formulate an integrated system of incentives commensurate with the developments of work to serve general objectives of increasing productivity, cost reduction, provide high quality services, achieve competitive share in the market and customer satisfaction.

1.1 Study Problem
The problem of the study is to what extent Jordanian universities implementing just incentive approach. Therefore, the researcher will answer the following questions:
What is the level of incentives provided to employees in the Jordanian Universities?
What is the level of organizational performance in the Jordanian universities?

1.2 Study Objectives
This study aims to:
- Identify the reality and the role of the Jordanian universities in meeting societal needs of the employees.
- To know the implemented incentives approach in the Jordanian universities.
- To identify financial and moral incentives adopted in the Jordanian universities.
- To know the level of organizational performance in the Jordanian universities

1.3 Study Importance

The importance of this study includes the following:

- The universities role in society, which means the need for an ambitious incentive approach.
- The existence of the financial and moral incentives approach in Jordanian universities contribute to improve organizational performance.

2. Theoretical framework

Incentives are designed to encourage performance of individual's regardless of incentives' forms. Incentives play an active role in pushing forward individual's capacity and moving abilities, motivating them to develop their skills, and balance between organization requirements and the individuals' needs which enhance the organization performance efficiently and effectively.

2.1 The Concept of Financial incentives

Financial incentives mean the amounts paid to employees, either in the form of a lump sum or in the form of monthly payments including all additional income for the individual. They are considered the oldest forms of incentives which characterized by quick and immediate form that make individuals feel of an immediate feed back of their effort.

As defined by Lawzi (1995) financial incentives are set to satisfy basic human needs, encouraging workers to do their best of work performance, the recruitment of their capabilities and increase the level of their competences such as salary, bonuses, allowances, profit sharing and rewards.

Financial incentives also defined by Jadallah (1997) as all means of payment based on increase and or improve productivity. Therefore the more the workers produce the more they earn. While the fall in quantitative or qualitative production deprive the worker from earning partial or total incentives.

Financial incentives aim to raise production efficiency and improve performance through encouraging individual to behave in a desired away. Financial incentives are the most important and influential factors to the individual's desire to work when such wages are appropriate and capable of satisfying his needs. On the contrary, low payment that is not appropriate to his efforts of work leads to the low efficiency of productivity (Al-Harthi, 1999).

The advantages of financial incentives as follows:

There is a rapid and immediate impact on the individual's efforts that motivate him in doing his utmost of work, increase production, increase income and improve performance.

The individual gains several psychological and social benefits as a result of enhancing his purchasing power to satisfy his needs of goods and services (Al-Jahni, 1998).

The disadvantages of financial incentives could push the individual for hard work, often affecting the workers' physical or mental condition in the future and affect his social and humanitarian issues which do not take into consideration the individual's age or his circumstances.

Financial incentives could not be valid for a number of work activities that are not based on quantity of production but rather on services such as business services, supervision, security, the judiciary and scientific research (Angari, 1999).

Financial incentives alone are not sufficient unless assisted by other types of incentives. Their effects are limited to satisfy the biological needs of individuals and have a little impact after it reaches the limit of needs. Therefore individuals are not seeking to increase production for additional financial gains, thus can not be financially motivated to contribute in increasing production except for a certain amount based on their efforts (Aldubekhi, 1991).

There is a direct relationship between increased production and the interest of the worker, so financial incentives is an essential factor to the individual, in addition to stability and reassurance and gives him the opportunity to explore their talents and expertise (Jadallah, 1997).
2.2 The Concept of Moral Incentives

"A person has a moral incentive to behave in a particular way when he has been taught to believe that it is the right or proper or admirable thing to do. If he behaves as others expect him to, he may expect the approval or even the admiration of the other members of the collectivity and enjoy an enhanced sense of acceptance or self-esteem. If he behaves improperly, he may expect verbal expressions of condemnation, scorn, ridicule or even ostracism from the collectivity, and he may experience unpleasant feelings of guilt, shame or self-condemnation" (Johnson, 2005, p. 1).

Moral incentives are those related to aspects of psychological needs, the increased attention to this aspect came after the emergence of human relations theories. Moral incentives are based on respect of a human being who has feelings, hopes and aspirations (Akaili, 1996).

Moral incentives could be in the form of participate in decision-making, certificates of thanks and appreciation, training and parties for distinguished employees.

Also, moral incentives could be in other forms such as; sending the employee a letter of thanks or choosing him as honor employee in the organization (Assaf, 1999). Lawzi (1995) said that increasing individual's satisfaction and loyalty to his work, enhance more cooperation with his colleagues that include the chance for promotion, recognition and appreciation of job efforts, responsibilities of the post, impact of the career, participation in decision-making, opportunities for growth and innovation and the chance to express his opinion.

Al-Harthi (1999) suggests that moral incentives are not less important than financial incentives. So, financial incentives cannot be achieved unless accompanied by moral incentives. The importance of moral incentives depends on the conditions of the Organization, thus, it can choose between financial incentives that fit the organization's circumstances and moral incentives that are necessary to satisfy the social needs of the individual.

Moral incentives are those related to work environment such as; supervision, leadership, fellowship, the working conditions of light, heat, ventilation, noise, decorations and participation in management (Hasan, 2002).

Al-Jahni (1998) defines moral incentive as a set of motives aimed at achieving emotional, psychological and humanitarian needs for employees by treating them properly and eliminate the causes of complains, reward and punishment rule, provide systemic and entertainment services for employees, and raise spiritual enhancement.

It can be concluded that positive moral incentives are any consequent raise of spirit for the individuals, such as job enrichment, holidays, the appropriate post, participation in decision-making, promotion, the nature of supervision, sense of belonging, stability, security, confidence in the objectives of the Organization, systems proposals, listing in the panel of honor, social harmony, literarily and moral distinguishing. Negative moral incentives are for negligent acts, such as blame and shame.

2.3 Theories of incentives

Theory of behavior change is interested in motivation of external behavior more than interior behavior, for example, fear is an interior sense of danger while scholars consider it as a natural phenomenon in many forms such as Running, dry throat and trembling knees. Behavior change is often a goal for staff working directly with constituents, organizations, governments, or communities. Individuals charged with this task can be thought of as “interventionists” whose goal it is to design and implement programs or interventions that produce the desired behavioral changes (Glanz, Lewis, & Rimer, 1990, p. 17). It means any change of human behavior through the use of positive or negative support elements. This applies to both the organization and the individual. So when the individual in the organization perform well, the management should praise him in any form of incentives.

One of McClelland’s most well known theories is that human motivation. McClelland developed a meaning for motivation and a model of motivation. He stated that intrinsic motivators are critical to meeting a person's needs, because they describe a pattern of how an individual may behave. McClelland's theory of motivation dominated by three types of motivational needs: The need for achievement, the need for affiliation and the need for power. People have either one of these needs or a combination of these three needs which motivate them toward a certain pattern of behavior (McClelland, 1962).

- The need for affiliation: This is the need for friendly relationships and human interaction. There is a need “to feel liked” and “accepted” by others.

- The need for power: This is the need to lead others and make an impact. This need can exhibit itself in two ways. The first which is the need for personal power may be viewed as undesirable as the person simply needs to feel that they have “power over others”. The second type of “need for power” is the need for institutional power.
People with the need for institutional power; want to direct the efforts of their team, to further the objectives of their organization.

- The need for achievement: This is the need to achieve, excel and succeed. A person with this type of need will set goals that are challenging but realistic. The goals have to be challenging so that the person can feel a sense of achievement. However the goals also have to be realistic as the person believes that when a goal is unrealistic, its achievement is dependant on chance rather than personal skill or contribution. This type of person prefers to work alone or with other high achievers.

Atkinson and Feather (1966) determine a person's achievement orientation toward a specific task into two separate motives: to achieve success, and to avoid failure. The motive to achieve success is determined by three things: the need to succeed or need achievement; the person's estimate of the likelihood of success in performing the particular task; and the incentive for success—that is, how much the person wants to succeed in that particular task.

The motive to avoid failure is determined by three similar considerations: the need to avoid failure which, like the need to achieve success, varies among individuals; the person's estimate of the likelihood of failure at the particular task; and (3) the incentive value of failure at that task, that is, how unpleasant it would be to fail. The relative size of the motives to succeed and to avoid failure determines the level of task difficulty people will prefer (Atkinson & Birch 1970).

Alderfer (1969) who further expanded Maslow's hierarchy of needs by categorizing the hierarchy into his ERG theory (Existence, Relatedness and Growth). Alderfer categorized the lower order needs (Physiological and Safety) into the Existence category. He fits Maslow's interpersonal love and esteems needs into the Relatedness category. The Growth category contained the self actualization and self esteem needs.

He also proposed a regression theory to go along with the ERG theory. He said that when needs in a higher category are not met then individuals redouble the efforts invested in a lower category need. For example if self actualization or self esteem is not met then individuals will invest more effort in the relatedness category in the hopes of achieving the higher need.

Maslow's hierarchy of needs (1954) is a theory in psychology, proposed by Abraham Maslow in his 1943 paper A Theory of Human Motivation. Maslow subsequently extended the idea to include his observations of humans' innate curiosity. His theories parallel many other theories of human developmental psychology, all of which focus on describing the stages of growth in humans. (Salem, Ramadan & Darhan, 2000).

Ahmad (2000) explains the Theory of expected value and identifies two key requirements for Individual's motivation of achievement; predicting a successful mission and its collection value. This will develop the individual's self-efficiency to achieve a goal and seek to deal with more complex problems previously dealt with it.

Individual's satisfaction can not be achieved as a result of reaching a goal, but rather is the result of the individual's awareness of his effort in achieving this goal. So that the individual achieves positive sense of confidence and satisfaction when he accepts the expected result in return for his effort (Ayasrah, 2006).

Organization's performance can be measured by comparing actual results with those estimated for each program and strategy, in addition to identify positive and negative deviations. These standards should reflect the goals of the organization, which determines the organization's direction to enable it to take appropriate corrective action. standards, however are differ from one organization to another, but they have common ones that cover all areas of performance such as standards of profitability, market share, productivity, human resource development, leadership and employees behavior, social responsibility, the balance between the long and short-run goals (Gattas, 1998).

Wheelen and Hunger (2002, p. 243) defined performance simply as “the end result of activity.” At one level, it may be as simple and mundane as this definition, although at another level the notion of a general measure of performance is both intriguing yet continually disappointing (Bonoma & Clark 1988).

Adlouni (2002) believes that organization's performance indicators include customer satisfaction, employees' satisfaction, market share, gains and results, overall performance and leadership support.

3. Literature review

There are several studies related to this paper. The most important of these studies are as follows:

Bailey, Brown & Cocco (1998) examine the impact of piece-rate and goal-contingent incentives, versus fixed-pay, on initial performance and subsequent improvement rate in an assembly task. They found that both
Overall and initial performance, but not improvement rate, are higher in the incentive-pay groups. Two factors may explain the lack of differential improvement rates: subjects' effort allocation, since improving initial performance may be easier than improving subsequent performance; and the nature of these typical incentive-pay plans, which do not reward improvement directly.

Al-Harthi (1999) investigates the relationship of financial and moral incentives to raise the efficiency of employees in the Department of Civil Defense in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. He found that financial and moral incentives are unsatisfactory and may lead to a decrease in the level of performance of employees. Promotion is the most important incentives affecting the efficiency of the employees' performance, while financial incentives ranked first in importance to raise the efficiency of the performance of employees, followed by moral incentives.

Angari (1999) conducted a field study on incentive and its role in raising the level of employee performance in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The results showed that there was no satisfaction for financial and moral incentives. The financial incentives ranked first among other incentives. The most important problem faced by the employees is the lack of a clear independent and promotion incentive rules in the civil service.

Al-Aydi (2000) investigates the effect of incentives on the level of performance in the textile industry in Iraq. He found out that there is a weak relationship between the incentives system and the level of performance and between the wages system and the level of performance. Also there is a strong correlation between rewards and the level of financial performance, appropriate promotion system and level of performance.

Alwabel (2005) investigates the role of financial and moral incentives in raising the performance level of employees from the viewpoint of public security officers participating in the Hajj season. The results showed that there are no incentives standards provided to the officers but the degree of their satisfaction is very high and incentives play a major role in raising the level of performance.

A Study of Individual Incentives versus Team Performance: Lessons from a Game of Charades (Shawn, Patricia & Marlon 2007) describe a modified game of Charades that was developed to facilitate a discussion on the basic principles of effective reward system design. Students are organized into small groups. Incentive schemes are then manipulated so that one player within the group strives for an individual incentive, while the rest of the team play for a group reward. Through this simple and "fun" activity, students learn firsthand what happens when individual and team interests and incentives are not aligned. This experiential learning activity also offers excellent opportunities to discuss group dynamics, communication and coordination, and the importance of maintaining a systemic view of organizational performance.

Abang, A., May-Chiun, & Maw (2009) found that firm performance has important implications for employees and organizations by examining human resource practices and the impact of incentives on manufacturing companies in the Malaysia context. The results have indicated that the two components of human resource practices namely, training and information technology have direct impact on organizational performance. It was found that incentive is positively related to organizational performance but did not moderate the relationship between both HR practices and organizational performance.

Koonmee (2010) discusses Development of Organizational Justice in Incentive Allocation of the Thai Public Sector by comparing the roles of distributive and procedural justice on national personnel’s attitudinal outcomes (incentive satisfaction and job performance). He found that distributive justice and procedural justice played more important roles in predicting incentive satisfaction and job performance in 2008 than in 2006.

In Schmidt (2010) paper, are Incentives the Bricks or the Building? The efforts of economists to emphasize the importance of incentives as determinants of organizational performance, while successful to some degree, may have left the mistaken impression that "getting the incentives right" is the only task requiring the attention of senior executives when designing corporate organizations. The author identifies the incentive-intensive companies envisioned by economists as "mercenary organizations", or companies whose distinguishing feature is near-complete reliance on financial rewards and controls. Citing the difficulties of devising an effective incentive system that cannot be gamed (which he calls the organizational equivalent of "an anti-gravity machine"), the article questions whether such organizations are likely to yield superior performance.

4. Hypotheses

Based on the study aim and objectives, the following hypotheses can be formulated:

Main hypothesis

H0: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and organizational performance in
the Jordanian universities.

Sub-hypotheses:

H01: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities.

H02: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and internal business process in the Jordanian universities.

H03: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and customer satisfaction in the Jordanian universities.

5. Methodology

5.1 Sampling

Five universities from (24) universities have been selected: Amman Private University, Al-Balqa Applied University, Philadelphia University, Jerash university and Amman Arab University located in Balqa Governorate. The sample consists of 500 persons. 421 questionnaires were returned, and (32) were excluded.

5.2 Instrument

A five point likert scale was used with weighed Mean of 3.00 and above as the criteria cut off point for the level of agreement.

The study instrument was based on the theoretical literature of the incentives concept and organizational performance in addition to a number of questionnaires used in previous studies.

The first part of the questionnaire devoted to gather personal and professional data for Jordanian universities employees that includes social status, qualifications and experience.

The second part of the questionnaire was devoted to measure the independent and dependent variables.

The questionnaire consists of 32 paragraphs of which paragraphs (1-16) measure the independent variable (incentives). Paragraphs (1-7) measure the financial incentives and paragraphs (8-16) measure the moral incentives. Paragraphs (17-32) measure the dependent variable (organizational performance) of which paragraphs (17-21) measure the learning and growth, and paragraphs (22-27) measure the internal business process and paragraphs (23-32) measure the customer satisfaction.

5.2.1 Validity

The questionnaire was reviewed by management professors to verify the validity of the paragraphs and I have rewritten paragraphs (13.15, 21) in accordance to their notes.

5.2.2 Reliability

Cronbach's α (alpha) as a coefficient of reliability was used to measure the internal consistency for all variables. α for financial incentives 0.76, moral incentives 0.79, organizational performance for learning and growth 0.82, internal business process 0.87 and customer satisfaction 0.81. Coefficient ranged between (0.76 -0.82) which indicates the reliability of the study.

6. Analytical procedure

Statistical packages for social sciences (SPSS) program was used to for descriptive analysis to the study questions and test hypotheses as follows: - Frequencies and percentages to identify the characteristics of the study sample. - Arithmetic means and standard deviations for the analysis of the questionnaire paragraphs and arrange them according to their relative importance in order to answer the study questions.

- Multiple regressions to test hypotheses of the study.

7. Findings

7.1 Descriptive Analysis

To answer the first question which states that "what is the level of incentives provided to employees in the Jordanian universities?" Results from table (1) shows that the level of incentives provided to employees in Jordanian universities is acceptable where the mean score is (3.55), standard deviation (0.67). The financial incentives level ranked first with mean score of (3.56), while the moral incentives ranked 2nd with the mean score of (3.55).

To answer the second question which states that "what is the level of organizational performance in the
Jordanian universities?" Results emanated from table (2) shows that the level of organizational performance in the Jordanian universities is high with mean of (3.67). Customer satisfaction ranked first with mean of (3.82) followed by internal business process with mean of (3.64), while the mean for learning and growth reached (3.56).

7.2 Hypotheses Testing

H0: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and organizational performance in the Jordanian universities.

Table (3) shows that calculated $f$ (163.248) with (0.00) significance is less than (0.05), ($\alpha \leq 0.05$). Providing incentives explains (45.8%) of the variance in the organizational performance which indicates financial and moral incentives significance on organizational performance.

Calculated (t) values for financial and moral incentives are (2.921 and 10.177) respectively with (t) significance values of (0.004, 0.000) respectively which less than the level of significance (0.05). Thus, enhanced the high coefficients of (Beta) with values of (0.159, 0.553) respectively.

Based on these results we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis which states that "There is significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and organizational performance in the Jordanian universities".

H01: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities.

Results obtained from table (4) shows that the value of the calculated (f) is equal to (71.281). The value of f significance (0.00) is less than the level of significance 0.05. Providing financial and moral incentives explains (27%) of the variance in learning and growth which indicates the incentives significant effect on learning and growth.

While moral incentives have an impact on learning and growth as the value of calculated (t) reached (8.152) with significance value of (0.000) which is greater than (0.05). Coefficient of Beta (0.514) is low.

We can conclude that we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis of the moral incentives which states that "There is significant relationship between moral incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities" and reject the alternative hypothesis and accept the null hypothesis which states that "There is no significant relationship between financial incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities".

H02: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and internal business process in the Jordanian universities.

Table (5) shows the value of calculated (f) reached (104.262) with significance of (0.00) which is less than (0.05). Providing incentives explains (35.1%) of the variance in internal business process which indicates the presence of significant effect of providing incentives on internal business process.

The calculated (t) values for financial and moral incentives are (2.625 and 7.888) respectively with (t) significance values of (0.009, 0.000) respectively are less than the (0.05). Thus, enhanced the high coefficients of (Beta) with values of (0.156, 0.469).

We can conclude to reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis which states that "There is significant relationship between financial incentives and internal business process in the Jordanian universities".

H03: There is no significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and customer satisfaction in the Jordanian universities.

Table (6) shows the validity of the hypothesis as the value of calculated (f) is (92.362) with significance of (0.00) which is less than (0.05). Providing incentives explains (32.4%) of the variance in customer satisfaction which indicates there is significant effect of providing incentives on customer satisfaction.

Financial and moral incentives have an impact on customer satisfaction. The values of calculated (t) are (4.139, 5.927) respectively with the significance values of (0.000) which is less than (0.05). Thus, enhanced the high coefficients of Beta (0.251, 0.360) respectively.
Based on these results, we can conclude that we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis which states that "There is significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and customer satisfaction in the Jordanian universities”.

8. Conclusions

The study reached the following conclusions:

• The level of incentives provided to employees in the Jordanian universities is adequate. Financial incentives ranked in 1st place while moral incentives ranked in the 2nd place.

• There is a high level of organizational performance in the Jordanian universities. Customer satisfaction ranked in the 1st place, internal business process in the 2nd place followed by learning and growth.

• There is significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and organizational performance in the Jordanian universities.

• There is significant relationship between moral incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities and there is no relationship between financial incentives and learning & growth in the Jordanian universities.

• There is significant relationship between financial incentives & moral incentives and internal business process in the Jordanian universities.

• There is significant relationship between financial & moral incentives and customer satisfaction in the Jordanian universities.

9. Limitations

This study is subject to a limitation and might be explored in future research. Five universities were selected. Results could vary from one study to another one that depends on the incentive approach adopted by these universities. Despite this limitation, this study has provided several important insights into issues relating to incentives. Hopefully, this study will encourage other researchers to conduct further studies in this field such as:

- The impact of financial and moral incentives on raising the level of employees’ performance in the Jordanian universities.

- The relation between motivation achievement and the level of meeting the employees' basic needs in private educational institutions.

- A comparative study between the level of financial and moral incentives provided to employees in public and private Jordanian universities.

- Evaluating the performance of employees in the Jordanian universities from the viewpoint of students.
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Table 1. The level of Incentives Provided to Workers in the Jordanian Universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incentives</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation(SD)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>financial</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moral</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The level of organizational Performance in the Jordanian Universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>organizational Performance</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation(SD)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Performance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal business process</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and Growth</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Impact of Incentives on organizational Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>T Value calculated</th>
<th>T significance Level</th>
<th>F value calculated</th>
<th>F significance</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>2.921</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
<td>163.248</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral incentives</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>10.177</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The Impact of Incentives on Learning and Growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>T Value calculated</th>
<th>T significance Level</th>
<th>F value calculated</th>
<th>F significance</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>71.281</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral incentives</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>8.152</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The Impact of Incentives on internal business process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>T Value calculated</th>
<th>T significance Level</th>
<th>F value calculated</th>
<th>F significance</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>0.009*</td>
<td>104.262</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral incentives</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>7.888</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The Impact of Incentives on customer Satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>T Value calculated</th>
<th>T significance Level</th>
<th>F value calculated</th>
<th>F significance</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial incentives</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>4.139</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>92.362</td>
<td>0.00 *</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral incentives</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>5.927</td>
<td>0.000 *</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sex</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>Below community college diploma</td>
<td>Under graduate degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Less than 5 years</td>
<td>5-10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Financial incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/n</th>
<th>paragraph</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>high</th>
<th>adequate</th>
<th>low</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The university provides enough payment to meet the requirements of life.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The university provides rewards for skilled employees commensurate with their performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The university provides bonuses for workers according to their post and consistent with their level of performance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The university provides overtime payment to employees after working hours.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The university provides transportation allowances for those who live in far areas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The university provides a fair and adequate compensation on retirement.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The university provides financial incentives to employees when they work professionally.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2nd moral incentives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/n</th>
<th>paragraph</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>high</th>
<th>adequate</th>
<th>low</th>
<th>Very low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The university ensures appropriate social security and health insurance for employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The university is keen to give a fair opportunity for employees in complaints and suggestions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The university provides appropriate offices and well-furnished ones for employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>The university gives smooth annual leave for employees in accordance with rules and regulations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Health insurance granted by the university covered all members of the employees' family.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Disciplinary sanctions for employees characterized by a just and objective rules.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>The university allows career opportunities and development for employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>The university holds annual ceremony in honor of creative employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>The university grants certificates of appreciation and recognition of efficient employees.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1- Learning and growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>The university place appropriate methods to raise the level of learning for employees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>The University encourages academic growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Employees are promoted when they earn academic qualifications or training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Employees are trained continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sending employees for internal or external training courses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2- Internal business process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Internal business process is simplified consistently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Internal business process is improved in accordance with the work requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Employees are satisfied with internal business process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Internal business process is inline with distribution of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Internal business process is developed to keep pace with technological and information development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Internal business process is designed via modern methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3- Customer satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Providing services achieved student satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Students complaint and suggestions are taken into consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>The university interested in contacting the customer constantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>The University seeks to meet the needs of the local and international market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>The University seeks to develop educational process continuously</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>